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Abstract

We used the TIMER energy model to explore the potential role of hydrogen in the energy systems of India and Western Europe,

looking at the impacts on its main incentives: climate policy, energy security and urban air pollution. We found that hydrogen will not

play a major role in both regions without considerable cost reductions, mainly in fuel cell technology. Also, energy taxation policy is

essential for hydrogen penetration and India’s lower energy taxes limit India’s capacity to favour hydrogen. Once available to the

(European) energy system, hydrogen can decrease the cost of CO2 emission reduction by increasing the potential for carbon capture

technology. However, climate policy alone is insufficient to speed up the transition. Hydrogen diversifies energy imports; especially for

Europe it decreases oil imports, while increasing imports of coal and natural gas. For India, it provides an opportunity to decrease oil

imports and use indigenous coal resources in the transport sector. Hydrogen improves urban air quality by shifting emissions from urban

transport to hydrogen production facilities. However, for total net emissions we found a sensitive trade-off between lower emissions at

end-use (in transport) and higher emissions from hydrogen production, depending on local policy for hydrogen production facilities.

r 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Hydrogen energy is often mentioned as a potential
solution for several challenges that the global energy
system is facing. The first advantage is the fact that
hydrogen use results in nearly zero emissions at end-use,
thus improving air quality. Secondly, hydrogen opens up
the possibility of (decentralised) production on the basis of
a variety of fuels, diversifying energy supply. The latter
may contribute to reduce the dependence on imported oil
(Dunn, 2001; Lovins, 2003). Hydrogen energy can also
play an important role in the mitigation of greenhouse gas
emissions (Barreto et al., 2003; Edmonds et al., 2004; van
Ruijven et al., 2007). However, the required technology is
e front matter r 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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currently only emerging, hydrogen is still more expensive
than other options and the infrastructure for widespread
use still needs to be developed.
The future of hydrogen therefore depends critically on

whether the above-mentioned barriers are reduced. This is
partly determined by the context of the system in which
hydrogen is introduced; we here focus on the difference
between energy systems in developed and developing
countries. This difference is, for instance, important for
the reasons for making a transition. For developed regions,
issues like competitiveness (being the first), greenhouse gas
emission mitigation and energy security play a major role
(McDowall and Eames, 2006). For developing regions, the
potential to reduce air pollution emissions and improve
energy security may be more important. Barriers are also
likely to be different. While the affordability of hydrogen
energy technology may be a more limiting factor in
developing countries than in developed countries, the rapid
growth of infrastructure in some developing countries
(China and India) may create important opportunities.
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The evolution of the world energy system is complex,
which is an argument to use models in the exploration of
alternative pathways. However, at the global scale, such
models are aggregated and might not deal effectively with
regional differences. Hence, one should investigate the
regional outcomes in more detail. In this article, we explore
the potential role of hydrogen energy in two selected
regions: India and Western Europe.3 The focus on only two
regions implies that we are able to account for available
information on the local situation. These two specific
regions were chosen because earlier research showed that
Western Europe might become an early adopter of
hydrogen energy (van Ruijven et al., 2007), while India is
one of the first (high-growth) developing countries that is
seriously looking at hydrogen energy (Bist, 2006). We
analyse the impact of hydrogen on the main arguments in
its favour: climate policy, energy security and urban air
pollution, using scenario results for demand, production
and system structure as modelled in the TIMER global
energy model (de Vries et al., 2001; van Vuuren et al.,
2006). The aim of this analysis is to further specify and
differentiate the potential role of hydrogen in the context of
different energy systems.

In this paper, Section 2 provides a brief overview of
existing energy scenarios for India and Western Europe.
Section 3 describes the main drivers and barriers for
hydrogen energy and their relevance for both regions.
Section 4 discusses the current research and planning
on hydrogen energy in both regions. Section 5 focuses on
the modelling of hydrogen energy systems and Sections 6
and 7 discuss the results of the model simulations and
the impact of hydrogen on its main driving arguments.
Section 8 finalises the paper with a discussion and
conclusion.
4One particular issue with studies on Europe is the variation in

geographical definitions. Official European Union studies often use the

definitions of EU15 and EU25 countries, the IEA uses OECD Europe as it

is at this moment (including several Eastern European countries and

Turkey) and the TIMER/IMAGE model includes the region of OECD

Europe as it was around the year 2000 (comparable to EU15 plus Norway
2. Energy scenario literature for India and Western Europe

2.1. Energy scenarios

By comparing available regional energy scenarios for
India and Western Europe it is possible to obtain a better
insight in the energy system context of these specific
regions. A recently published study by the Indian Planning
Commission on Integrated Energy Policy (Planning
Commission, 2006) explores the future development of
the Indian energy system using two economic growth
scenarios. A broader set of four scenarios was published in
2003, implementing the IPCC-SRES scenarios for India,
using two axes of possible future developments: high and
low market integration and centralised and decentralised
governance (Shukla et al., 2003). The IEA World Energy
Outlook (WEO) 2006 provides two energy scenarios on the
basis of a single socio-economic projection: a reference and
a policy scenario (IEA, 2006).
3For the geographical definition of this region, see: www.mnp.nl/image.
For Europe4 several scenario studies have been pub-
lished as well, describing a broad range of possible energy
futures. We here limit the comparison to the IEA World
Energy Outlook (IEA, 2006) and a set of European
baseline scenarios from the PRIMES model (Mantzos
et al., 2004). The latter explores the impact of different
levels of economic growth, energy prices and policy options
on energy technologies and transport modes.
The baseline scenario for the this study is the second

OECD Environmental Outlook baseline scenario: TIMER
OECD-EO (Kram and Bakkes, 2006). This scenario
assumes no new explicit policies; it involves continuation
of current policies and implicitly assumes the existence of
an environmental Kuznets curve on emission factors of
developing countries. With respect to energy, it is based on
the IEA WEO scenario (IEA, 2004), which is regarded a
medium scenario on energy supply and demand. Below, we
compare the energy scenarios for India and Europe with
the TIMER OECD-EO scenario. We limit this comparison
to the period until 2030, because this is the time horizon of
most discussed scenario studies. However, in the rest of this
article, we use a time horizon up to the year 2050.

2.2. Economy and population

Economic projections for India are characterised by high
GDP growth rates, varying between 4% per year in the IB2

Self-reliance scenario (Shukla et al., 2003) and the IEA-
WEO and up to 9% per year in IA1 High Growth (Shukla
et al., 2003) and the Planning Commission scenarios. In
absolute terms, this corresponds to an increase in GDP
from 467 billion USD1995/yr in 2000 to a range of
1750–5600 billion USD1995/yr in 2030. In the same period,
the Indian population is expected to grow by about 1.1%
per year, to a total of 1.4 billion people in 2030 (IEA, 2006;
Planning Commission, 2006). This means that growth rates
for GDP per capita are lower than for total GDP: between
3% and 7% per year, or an increase from 460 to 1240–3800
USD1995 per capita per year. The TIMER OECD-EO
scenario is in the middle of this range, projecting a GDP
per capita of 2400 USD1995/yr in 2030.
For Western Europe, economic growth projections

decrease from 2.3% (2004–2015) to 1.8% (2015–2030) per
year in the IEA-WEO and vary between 1.9% and 2.6%
per year in the PRIMES study. In absolute terms, the
Western European GDP is projected to increase from 9000
billion USD1995/yr in the year 2000 to 18,000–23,000
billion USD1995/yr in 2030. Population growth estimates
for Europe are in the range of 0.1–0.2% per year,
and Switzerland) and the region of Eastern Europe (together these regions

are comparable to the EU25).

http://www.mnp.nl/image
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increasing from currently 380 million people to 390–415
million people in 2030. This implies per capita GDP growth
projections of 1.7–2.7% per year, or in absolute terms from
27,000 USD1995/yr per capita in 2000 to 45,000–56,000
USD1995/yr in 2030. The TIMER OECD-EO scenario is on
the lower bound of this range.

2.3. Energy

For India, the comparison of energy use projections is
somewhat complicated by the fact that some studies
include non-commercial energy, while others do not. The
Planning Commission projects a 5–7-fold increase of
primary energy use between 2000 and 2030, excluding
non-commercial energy. The other studies are more
moderate, projecting TPES to increase 2–3 fold between
2000 and 2030. The TIMER OECD-EO scenario is in line
with the average of the other studies (excluding the
Planning Commission), projecting a factor 2.3 increase of
the total Indian energy use between 2000 and 2030 (Fig. 1,
left graph).

In the Indian primary energy mix of the TIMER OECD-
EO scenario, coal is projected to remain dominant,
followed by oil and biomass. Nuclear and renewable
energy sources show a rapid increase in India, but are
not projected to reach the European 2003 level by 2050 (see
Fig. 1. Total primary energy supply in several scenarios for India and Western E

definitions. The different levels for India are due to the exclusion of non-com

Table 1

Total primary energy supply in India (EJ/yr) coal oil natural gas biomass nuc

India Coal Oil Natural gas Biomas

2000 7.1 4.8 0.9 8.5

Import 8% 67%

2030 22.0 12.2 2.8 13.6

Import 8% 91% 50% 7%

2050 29.7 20.7 7.0 12.8

Import 10% 99% 88% 4%

Historic data: IEA energy balances, future data: TIMER OECD Environment

33% efficiency; numbers for solar, wind and hydro are the energy content of
Tables 1 and 2). Biomass energy, which is mainly used for
cooking in rural households, made up almost 40% of the
total energy use of India in the year 2000; although its
share is generally expected to decline, its evolution is one of
the main uncertainties in energy use projections. Currently,
India already depends strongly on imports of oil and for
the future it is expected that imports will increase to almost
the total oil consumption in the country (Table 1). Also
natural gas, which is increasingly applied in India’s
transport sector, is expected to be imported up to almost
90% by 2050.
The energy scenarios for India do hardly involve any role

of hydrogen. The Planning Commissions recommends the
government to develop a research programme for hydro-
gen, as they regard it a promising energy carrier for the
long-term future. The IEA-WEO 2006 expects fuel cells
(running on hydrogen) to count for 1% of global electricity
production by 2030, but it does not explicitly mention the
involved regions. Hydrogen application in the transport
sector is indicated ‘promising after 2030’ (IEA, 2006). The
TIMER OECD-EO scenario does not involve any hydro-
gen energy applications in India before 2050.
For Europe, the projections considered here provide a

range of 8–27% increase in TPES in 2030 compared to
2000. The TIMER OECD-EO scenario is on bottom of this
range, as it projects an increase of 10% between 2000 and
urope. The different levels for Europe in 1990 are due to different regional

mercial fuels by the Planning Commission.

lear solar/wind

s Nuclear Solar/wind Hydro Total

0.2 0.0 0.3 21.6

18%

1.4 0.1 0.7 51.8

29%

1.7 0.5 0.8 72.1

41%

al Outlook scenario. Nuclear energy is converted to primary energy using

electricity produced.
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Table 2

Total primary energy supply in OECD Europe (EJ/yr)

Western Europe Coal Oil Natural gas Biomass Nuclear Solar/wind Hydro Total

2000 10.0 25.2 11.8 2.0 9.1 0.0 1.6 59.9

Import 46% 55% 41% 1% 39%

2030 12.5 18.4 23.8 10.4 8.4 2.0 2.0 71.8

Import 72% 57% 59% 48% 50%

2050 17.7 22.9 24.5 5.8 7.4 3.9 2.3 79.6

Import 66% 61% 65% 23% 51%

Historic data: IEA energy balances, future data: TIMER OECD Environmental Outlook scenario. Nuclear energy is converted to primary energy using

33% efficiency; numbers for solar, wind and hydro are the energy content of electricity produced.

Fig. 2. CO2 emission from energy use for India and Western Europe for

the TIMER OECD Environmental Outlook scenario; absolute (bars, left

axis) and relative to the total global energy-based carbon emission (lines,

right axis).
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2030 (Fig. 1). Europe’s main primary energy carriers are oil
and natural gas, followed by coal and nuclear (Table 2).
The high and increasing share of imported energy,
especially coal and oil, indicates that indigenous resources
in Europe become more expensive while being depleted.
The production of renewable energy sources such as
biomass, solar/wind, geothermal and hydro is projected
to increase steadily.

Although the PRIMES scenario study does not foresee
any role for hydrogen in the baseline scenario, the
scenarios ‘mainstream policy lines: energy efficiency and

renewables’ and ‘combined policy’, project a total installed
capacity of about 56–58GW of hydrogen-based fuel cells
for the EU25 in 2030 (Mantzos et al., 2004). The TIMER
OECD-EO scenario does not show any hydrogen in
Western Europe before 2050.

3. Drivers and barriers for hydrogen energy in India and

Western Europe

3.1. Drivers

In a recent literature overview of hydrogen studies, four
main drivers towards a hydrogen energy system were
identified: (1) climate change, (2) energy security, (3) air
pollution and (4) competitiveness (McDowall and Eames,
2006).

3.1.1. Climate change

India and Western Europe play different roles in the
climate policy debate. The Western European energy
system emits currently about 1GtC/yr, which is about
15% of the global carbon emissions from energy use. The
TIMER OECD-EO scenario projects a slow increase, up to
1.2GtC/yr in 2050 (9% of the projected global carbon
emissions, see Fig. 2). The European Union countries have
carbon emission reduction targets under the Kyoto
Protocol and the European Council accepted proposals
for stringent reductions of greenhouse gas emissions
(Council of the European Union, 2007).

India’s emissions are currently 0.3GtC/yr from energy
use, which is 4% of the global emissions. However, future
projections foresee a large increase in Indian carbon
emissions, leading to 1.2GtC/yr in 2050 (similar to
Western Europe and 9% of the projected global emissions,
see Fig. 2). For India, no official climate policy has been
adopted. Some authors (e.g. den Elzen and Meinshausen,
2005) argue that on the longer term participation of India
in climate policy is needed in order to reach global
stabilisation targets. However, there has been no statement
by the Indian government in this direction.
In an earlier study, we found that the role of hydrogen

with respect to CO2 emissions is ambiguous (van Ruijven
et al., 2007). On the one hand, hydrogen can make energy
systems more flexible in responding to climate policy,
because it makes the option of carbon capture and
sequestration available to the transport sector. On the
other hand, hydrogen production from coal is the cheapest
option, causing an increase in CO2 emissions on the long-
term, without climate policy.

3.1.2. Energy security

Energy security is a relevant issue for both India and
Western Europe. Fig. 3 shows the absolute trade flows and
the share of imported fuels in total domestic use. India,
which is currently importing over 60% of its oil, faces the
potential situation that it imports all its fuels for the
transport sector by 2050. By 2030, India is projected to
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Fig. 3. Energy import for India and Western Europe, in absolute numbers (bars, left axis) and as percentage of the total inland consumption (lines, right

axis) for the TIMER OECD environmental outlook scenario.

Table 3

Urban air quality in the 10 largest cities of India (left, for 2004) and Western Europe (right, for 2005), annual average concentration of NO2, SO2 and

PM10 in mg/m3

City Population

(million)

NO2 SO2 PM10 City Population

(million)

NO2 SO2 PM10

Greater Bombay 12.59 19 7 77 Paris 9.32 43 8 21

Calcutta 11.02 53 9 237 London 7.65 44 4 25

Delhi 8.42 57 9 432 Berlin 3.45 22 4 27

Madras 5.42 6 5 96 Milano 3.29 55 8 54

Hyderabad 4.34 29 6 178 Athens 3.07 32 11 41

Bangalore 4.13 61 7 173 Madrid 3.01 43 11 29

Ahmedabad 3.31 23 15 231 Naples 2.95

Pune 2.49 53 31 340 Rome 2.70 41 2

Kanpur 2.03 20 9 413 West Midlands (UK) 2.30 30 3 23

Lucknow 1.67 33 16 391 Greater Manchester 2.28 43 2 23

Data for India is from Central Pollution Control Board (2004) and the Western European data are based on European Topic Centre on Air and Climate

Change (2005).
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import more barrels of oil per year than Western Europe;
in 2050 Indian oil import is expected to be almost twice the
European inflow of oil. Western Europe is already a major
importer of energy, and is expected to keep importing
50–70% of its fossil energy. Natural gas imports are
increasing rapidly in both regions in the TIMER OECD-
EO scenario. Also imports of coal are expected to keep
increasing.

In an overview of hydrogen scenario studies, McDowall
and Eames (2006) state that hydrogen is expected to be
adopted in regions without significant indigenous oil or gas
reserves, like India and Western Europe. Especially in
scenarios with limited trade, the more expensive indigenous
energy resources of these regions are expected to drive the
use of hydrogen. We use long-term supply-costs curves of
oil (and other fossil energy sources) in the TIMER model,
based on Rogner (1997), but the ultimate resource size and
cost estimates are still highly uncertain (e.g. Campbell,
2002). This has consequently a large influence on the future
energy mix and carbon emissions (van Vuuren, 2007).
Application of hydrogen in the transport sector can

potentially decrease imports of oil and increase the use of
indigenous coal or gas reserves, which is relevant for both
Europe and India. However, without hydrogen, Europe is
already expected to import a major share of its coal and gas
in the future and India’s gas imports may reach 90% by
2050 as well. Production of hydrogen from these sources
might cause additional imports.

3.1.3. Urban air quality

Urban air pollution may be a third driver for the
introduction of hydrogen in the energy system, because it is
a major concern in both India and Western Europe. Recent
data on the concentration of air pollutants (NO2, SO2

and PM10) show that urban air pollution is generally
higher in India than in Europe (Table 3). Annual average
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6See websites: www.global-hydrogen-bus-platform.com and www.fuel-
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concentrations of NO2 are slightly higher in Europe;
concentrations of SO2 and especially particulate matter
(PM10) are higher in India than in Europe. The trends in
India reveal that in the early years of the 21st century,
several major Indian cities have improved air quality by
converting three-wheelers and buses to compressed natural
gas (CNG). However, since 2004 the trend is (often)
increasing again (CPCB, 2004), driven by the growing
amount of vehicles. The future of air quality in India is
highly uncertain; on the one hand, the notion of an
environmental Kuznets curve generally indicates that it
might improve above a certain welfare level (Garg et al.,
2003); on the other hard, the increasing number of vehicles
might outweigh improvements in technology. Hydrogen
energy might decrease air pollution from end-use, but
emissions from hydrogen production depend on local
standards.

3.1.4. Competitiveness

Economic competitiveness as driving argument for a
transition to hydrogen energy could be important for both
regions. Europe is the home market for some of the world’s
largest car manufacturers and energy companies, who
might benefit from a common and early shift towards
hydrogen. In India, the industrial and transport sectors are
rapidly developing and becoming a world-leading hydro-
gen energy technology producer might be one of the
challenges. The question whether early investors in
hydrogen can capitalise their learning process is highly
uncertain and beyond the scope of our model and this
article.

3.2. Barriers

In general, the main barriers for the development of a
hydrogen energy system are the development of infra-
structure and the (present-day) high cost. Also safety,
public acceptance and the development of codes and
standards are potential obstacles for the large-scale
implementation of hydrogen (McDowall and Eames,
2006).

The development of infrastructure is a major task for the
implementation of hydrogen in both regions. India is
currently expanding its infrastructure for natural gas
(Dhar, 2007) and might have a chance for leapfrogging if
these gas-pipelines could also transport hydrogen. How-
ever, the present generation of pipelines is not able to
transport hydrogen. This indicates that the transition
might be as difficult as in Europe, which already has a
densely spread natural gas network, not suitable for the
transport of pure hydrogen. Hydrogen can be mixed into
existing natural gas grids up to a maximum level of 5% on
energy basis (Hendriks et al., 2002), a process that might
play a role in the initial phases of a transition.

The high costs of hydrogen technology may play out
differently for both regions. Due to differences in GDP per
capita, hydrogen energy technology is relatively more
expensive for Indian consumers than for Europeans. In
our model, we quantified the barriers of infrastructure
development and costs (see Section 5). Our quantitative
results do not deal with issues like safety and public
acceptance, but the storyline for optimistic hydrogen
development implicitly assumes that these issues are
effectively solved.
4. Existing research and planning for hydrogen energy

systems

4.1. Western Europe

One of the most recent European Union (EU) docu-
ments on hydrogen energy is the report ‘‘Hydrogen Energy
and Fuel Cells, a vision for our future’’, presented in 2003
by the European Union High Level Group for Hydrogen
and Fuel Cells. The group envisions a hydrogen-based
energy system for Europe in 2050 and recommends five
possible actions for the European Union: (1) establish a
political framework, (2) formulate a strategic research
agenda, (3) develop a deployment strategy for hydrogen,
(4) develop a European roadmap for hydrogen and fuel
cells and (5) found a European hydrogen and fuel cell
technology partnership. The included skeleton proposal for
a European hydrogen and fuel cell roadmap foresees that
in the period to 2020 the main focus is on research and
development, field tests and niche fleets. The group foresees
hydrogen energy technology to come to full development
after 2020, increasing its market penetration towards a
hydrogen-oriented economy in 2050. This means that in
2020 5% of all new vehicles is envisioned to be hydrogen
powered; in 2040 this is expected to reach the level of 35%
(European Commission, 2003). Beside this vision docu-
ment, no concrete European plans towards a hydrogen-
based energy system exist. The development of a hydrogen
energy system is promoted by the European Union, by
funding several research and pilot projects. The European
Commission increased its support for hydrogen and fuel
cell development to 2 billion US dollar over 4 years
(Solomon and Banerjee, 2006). Currently, these projects
focus mainly on technology development, but safety and
infrastructure development are included as well.5 One of
the most concrete and practical projects is the Clean Urban
Transport for Europe (CUTE)-programme. This is a
demonstration project of 27 fuel cell powered regular
service buses over a period of 2 years (2004–2006) in
nine European cities. The programme involves design,
construction and operation of the necessary infrastructure
for hydrogen production and refuelling. After the first
project-period, it was decided to continue the project
as HyFLEET-CUTE, operating 47 buses, including 14
H2-Internal-Combustion-Engine buses.6

http://ec.europa.eu/research/leaflets/h2/page_100_en.html
http://www.global-hydrogen-bus-platform.com
http://www.fuel-cell-bus-club.com
http://www.fuel-cell-bus-club.com
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4.2. India

Although India is a leader in the field of renewable
energy in the developing world, with a dedicated Ministry
of New and Renewable Energy Sources (MNES) for
decades, the entry of hydrogen into the energy scene in
India has been fairly recent. So far, it involves only
research, development and demonstration (R&D) projects
(Solomon and Banerjee, 2006). India set up the National
Hydrogen Energy Board (NHEB) in 2003 under the
chairmanship of the MNES. Under the programme
‘‘Hydrogen Vision 2020’’, India is planning to achieve
targets like one million hydrogen-fuelled vehicles on the
road and a total of 1000-MW hydrogen production
capacity by 2020 (Bist, 2006). The National Hydrogen
Energy Road Map, a report accepted by NHEB in 2006,
estimates that investments of almost 6 billion US dollar
would be required: 230 million USD for R&D; and 5.5
billion USD for creating infrastructure for hydrogen
production, storage, transportation and distribution (Bist,
2006). Universities and R&D laboratories are undertaking
various projects in the field of hydrogen energy with the
support from MNES. The AMM Murugappa Chettiar
Research Center in Chennai is developing a biological
process for the generation of hydrogen from a variety of
sugar-containing industrial wastes and designing a special
burner to use hydrogen for cooking. Banaras Hindu
University in Varanasi has developed hydrogen-fuelled
two wheelers with hydrogen stored in metal hydride tanks
(Chopra, 2006). India’s first hydrogen fuelling station,
from which the Indian Oil Corporation plans to run at
least four vehicles as part of its test programme, was
officially opened in October 2006.7

5. TIMER hydrogen model and scenarios

5.1. The TIMER model

We use the TIMER 2.0 global energy model to explore
the potential role of hydrogen in the energy systems of
India and Western Europe. The TIMER 2.0 model is the
energy sub-model of the Integrated Model to Assess the
Global Environment, IMAGE 2.4, that describes the main
aspects of global environmental change (Bouwman et al.,
2006). TIMER is a system-dynamics energy model that
simulates year-to-year investment decisions based on a
combination of bottom-up engineering information and
specific rules on investment behaviour, fuel substitution
and technology. TIMER 2.0 (van Vuuren et al., 2006) is an
expanded version of the TIMER 1.0 model (de Vries et al.,
2001), with the main differences being extension of
renewable energy modelling (Hoogwijk, 2004), carbon
capture and storage (Hendriks et al., 2004), hydrogen
(van Ruijven et al., 2007) and a desaggregation from 17 to
26 world regions. In the TIMER 2.0 model, demand for
7See website http://www.iahe.org/News.asp?id=23.
end-use energy is related to economic activity in five
sectors: industry, transport, residential, services and other.
The demand formulation includes autonomous and price-
induced changes in energy-intensity. Energy supply is
based on fossil fuels (coal, oil, natural gas), biomass, solar
and wind power, hydropower and nuclear power. Fossil-
and biofuels can be traded among 26 world regions. The
production of each primary energy carrier includes the
dynamics of depletion and learning-by-doing.

5.2. The TIMER-H2 model

The TIMER-H2 model involves the production, de-
mand, infrastructure and technology dynamics of hydro-
gen-related technologies (Fig. 4). In the model, hydrogen
can be produced from fossil energy sources (eventually
including carbon capture and storage, CCS), biomass,
electricity, solar thermal and nuclear heat. Hydrogen
production costs are based on capital costs, O&M costs,
fuel costs and (if relevant) CO2 capture and sequestration
costs. Hydrogen can be used in five end-use sectors:
industry, transport, residential, services and other in which
it competes with other secondary fuels. The costs of energy
services from hydrogen for the end-user are the sum of
hydrogen production costs, end-use capital8 (fuel cell) and
infrastructure costs. The market share of hydrogen is
determined by the differences in relative costs of an energy
service on the basis of hydrogen and on the basis of other
energy carriers. The total demand for hydrogen equals the
market share multiplied by the sectoral energy demand.
Subsequently, hydrogen demand is met through invest-
ments into hydrogen production capital. Finally, there is a
feedback loop from technological learning: hydrogen
production capital costs decline with increasing cumulative
installed capacity. A more detailed description of this
model can be found in van Ruijven et al. (2007).
The role of drivers and barriers for hydrogen in the

model, as discussed in Section 3, is indicated in Fig. 4. The
drivers are mainly related to the impact of hydrogen on the
energy system: increasing the options for CCS, replacing
oil in the transport sector and decreasing emissions of NOx,
SO2 and particulate matter. Barriers are mainly implemen-
ted in the form of costs: both the (initially high) cost for
hydrogen technologies, but also the costs of infrastructure
and distribution. With respect to infrastructure develop-
ment, the model simulates a delay for the construction of
hydrogen production capacity and limits the production
options in early stages of hydrogen deployment. To be
more specific: in the first phase, hydrogen for stationary
applications is only produced from small-scale steam
methane reforming (SMR) technology. For the transport
sector, large-scale production (from all other energy
sources) is possible, but transport of hydrogen takes place
by (expensive) trucks. If demand for hydrogen increases,
8The costs of the Fuel Cell (incl. stacks) are annualised over the

economic lifetime of capital in the transport sector: 8 years.

http://www.iahe.org/News.asp?id=23
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Fig. 4. Overview of the TIMER-hydrogen model, the relation with drivers and barriers is highlighted by large arrows. Small arrows indicate influence

factors or inputs for calculation.

9We assumed similar progress ratios for all technologies, because in this

stage we do not have reasons for diversification.
10In the model, nuclear thermal hydrogen production technology is

available from the beginning of the century. However, it is hardly applied,

due to limitations to large-scale technologies during the transition.
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the system enters a second phase, in which pipeline
transport becomes cost effective and large-scale production
technologies become available for stationary end-use
applications as well.

An important assumption in the model is that end-use of
hydrogen only takes place in fuel cells. For stationary
applications, these fuel cells produce both heat and power
(CHP); in transport applications, the electricity is used to
drive vehicles. This is not in line with the current research
focus on internal combustion engines (ICEs), like the
extended HyFLEET-CUTE project in Europe and research
to three-wheelers and cookers in India. However, fuel cells
have higher conversion efficiencies than ICEs, and thus use
less hydrogen per unit of delivered useful energy (or energy
service). Because hydrogen is relatively expensive, espe-
cially in the early phase of the transition, this leads to an
economic advantage for fuel cells at the level of useful

energy, despite their higher capital costs. Therefore, we
assumed fuel cells to be the main hydrogen end-use
technology. This influences the results on air pollution:
direct combustion of hydrogen leads to higher NOx

emissions than other fuels because of the higher flame
temperatures.

Because most Indian studies on hydrogen assume the use
of international technology (Balachandra and Reddy,
2007; Bist, 2006), we use similar (global) assumptions on
hydrogen technology for Western-Europe and India. The
most important assumptions can be found in van Ruijven
et al. (2007) and in the appendix.9 We added one
technology option for the production of hydrogen to the
existing model: nuclear thermal hydrogen production. This
is a potential option for future hydrogen production in
India (Bist, 2006). In contrast to fossil energy-based
technologies like coal gasification and SMR, it is only
operational at the laboratory scale and it needs time and
effort to become available at industrial scale (Crosbie and
Chapin, 2003). According to the nuclear industry, the next
generation of (uranium-based) nuclear reactors could be
used to heat a sulphur–iodine (S–I) cycle to thermo-
chemically produce hydrogen from water. We based our
assumptions for nuclear thermal hydrogen production on
publications of a General Atomics project that used the
S–I cycle (Schultz et al., 2003), but this option rep-
resents the broader technology-field of nuclear hydrogen
production.10
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5.3. The TIMER-H2 scenarios

In this study, we use the TIMER OECD-EO energy
scenario (see Section 2.1) as baseline scenario and vary only
assumptions on hydrogen energy technology development.
We use a set of pessimistic, intermediate and optimistic
assumptions for hydrogen energy technology development,
based on literature estimates of cost and technology
development—similar to our earlier global analysis (van
Ruijven et al., 2007). The assumptions differ in terms of
technology learning rates, but also on costs of infrastruc-
ture development and energy taxation. With respect to the
latter, in the optimistic scenario we assume no energy
taxation of hydrogen. We only vary assumptions on
hydrogen technology itself; developments in other technol-
ogies (e.g. batteries, hybrid-vehicles) are assumed to be the
same in all scenarios. We assume technological improve-
ments to be exogenous and do not take into account any
related costs, for instance R&D investments. Below, the
hydrogen scenarios are quantitatively described; the
quantitative assumptions are provided in the appendix
(Tables A1–A6).
�

1

cen
In the pessimistic set of hydrogen assumptions (H2

PES), we describe a world in which no major hydrogen-
related breakthroughs are established and transitional
dilemmas, like the chicken–egg problem with demand,
supply and infrastructure development, are not solved.
Technologies and costs continue to improve slowly
between now and 2100 towards the lower range of
technology parameters found in literature.11
�
 In the intermediate hydrogen scenario (H2 MED), some
promising improvements in technology are made, but
after a while new boundaries are met. In particular in
the first decades to come, fuel cells rapidly become
cheaper. However, after this initial breakthrough,
further progress slows down in the second half of the
century. In the production phase, no major new cost
reductions are achieved and, partly because the major
development of fuel cell markets does not occur,
production capacity stagnates and learning experience
in hydrogen production technology is less than was
hoped for. Some hydrogen distribution infrastructure is
developed for the transport sector, but apart from a few
niche markets the transition is costly. In this scenario,
technologies improve to the lower range of technology
estimates by 2050.

�
 The third scenario describes the most optimistic case for

hydrogen (H2 OPT). In this scenario, breakthroughs in
hydrogen technology are realised and transitional issues
are vigorously solved. A major policy measure is that
hydrogen is excluded from the taxation of energy, in
order to stimulate its application. With respect to
technology development, fuel cells are mass-produced
1Although the storylines of the scenarios involve the whole 21st

tury, we limit our analysis to the period to 2050.
at low cost, hydrogen production technology becomes
cheaper and better through learning and distribution
infrastructure is developed rapidly at low costs. In this
scenario, technologies are assumed to improve rapidly
to reach an intermediate range by 2030 and the most
optimistic values in literature by 2100.

6. Scenarios for hydrogen energy in India and Western

Europe

In the TIMER OECD-EO scenario, the baseline
scenario for the hydrogen analysis, the economic and
demographic projections are medium compared to other
studies (see Section 2). For India, GDP per capita is
projected to increase from 460 USD1995/yr in 2000 to 5000
USD1995/yr in 2050, with a population increasing to almost
1.6 billion people. For Europe, GDP per capita is assumed
to increase from 27,000 USD1995/yr in 2000 to 63,000
USD1995/yr in 2050, with slow population growth towards
400 million persons. Total primary energy use increases in
both regions towards a level of about 70EJ/yr (Fig. 1) and
CO2 emissions reach 1.2GtC/yr in both India and Western
Europe. Below, we present the results of the hydrogen
scenarios. It turns out that hydrogen is only applied in
these regions before 2050 under intermediate and optimis-
tic assumptions. Therefore, we exclude the pessimistic
hydrogen scenario from further discussion.
An important note is that the global energy model

TIMER model includes all world regions in parallel and
that the assumptions on hydrogen and, for instance,
climate policy also count for other world regions. Issues
like trade and learning spill over are computed for the
whole world and cannot be attributed to these two regions
only. So, we focus on the regions of Western Europe and
India, keeping in mind that the rest of the world is still
involved.

6.1. Hydrogen production

Assuming that competition among the different technol-
ogies to produce hydrogen is mainly based on production
costs, the results for the optimistic hydrogen scenario show
that coal is clearly the cheapest option in both India and
Western Europe, although initially natural gas is also
attractive (Table 4). In both regions, technological learning
makes biomass more attractive in the long run, followed by
nuclear thermal hydrogen production. The share of fuel
costs in the total production costs of hydrogen tends to
increase for all technologies; learning-by-doing decreases
capital cost, while at the same time depletion of resources
increases fuel costs.
In line with these production costs, coal is the major

production technology for hydrogen in India in the
optimistic scenario, followed by small-scale and large-scale
natural gas (Fig. 5). In the intermediate scenario, hydrogen
remains too costly and it plays no role in the Indian energy
system. Hydrogen production in Europe is also mainly
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Table 4

Hydrogen production cost (in $1995/GJ) and percentage fuel cost (%) for

the optimistic scenario

2010 2030 2050

India

Coal 8.0 (21%) 7.5 (24%) 5.1 (39%)

Oil 13.5 (72%) 13.4 (73%) 14.3 (77%)

Natural gas 10.2 (78%) 8.9 (78%) 7.6 (83%)

Biomass 13.6 (53%) 12.7 (51%) 11.9 (53%)

Electricity 18.2 (82%) 19.1 (83%) 19.3 (83%)

Solar thermal 47.6 (N/A) 36.5 (N/A) 31.0 (N/A)

Nuclear thermal 12.3 (4%) 11.8 (5%) 11.8 (6%)

Small SMR 25.2 (30%) 19.6 (35%) 14.2 (44%)

Western Europe

Coal 9.5 (34%) 8.6 (36%) 6.1 (50%)

Oil 14.1 (73%) 13.4 (73%) 14.0 (76%)

Natural gas 9.6 (77%) 8.5 (77%) 8.2 (85%)

Biomass 14.5 (56%) 14.2 (56%) 12.5 (56%)

Electricity 28.9 (89%) 27.2 (88%) 24.2 (87%)

Solar thermal 49.9 (N/A) 38.4 (N/A) 32.5 (N/A)

Nuclear thermal 12.3 (4%) 11.9 (5%) 11.8 (6%)

Small SMR 25.3 (30%) 19.4 (35%) 14.7 (47%)

Hydrogen production costs are a combination of fuel cost (shown here

between brackets), O&M and (annualised) capital cost.

Fig. 5. End-use (upper graphs) and production (lower graphs) of hydrogen in

climate policy.
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based on coal gasification and steam reforming of natural
gas (Fig. 5). In Europe too, there is hardly any demand for
hydrogen in the intermediate scenario, although in absolute
terms European demand in 2050 is comparable to the
Indian demand in the optimistic hydrogen scenario.
6.2. Hydrogen end-use

In which sectors may hydrogen be applied? In India,
there is a demand for hydrogen only in the transport sector
in the optimistic scenario (Fig. 5); from 2020 onwards, the
share of hydrogen in the Indian transport sector increases
to 40% in 2050. The share of hydrogen in total final energy
use in India increases to about 6% in 2050. With
intermediate cost and technology assumptions, hydrogen
cannot compete with other options and does not enter the
Indian energy system.
In Western Europe, our results show that there might be

a role for hydrogen in both stationary and mobile
applications (Fig. 5). In the optimistic scenario, hydrogen
demand starts after 2010 and increases rapidly towards
27% market share in 2050, mostly in the transport sector.
India and Western Europe under optimistic scenario assumptions without
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Fig. 6. Impact of energy taxes and fuel cell technology development on penetration levels of hydrogen in final energy use in 2050 in India and Western

Europe.
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With increasing hydrogen use in the transport sector, the
development of pipeline infrastructure becomes more
attractive. Around 2030, the threshold-hydrogen-use for
infrastructure development is reached and large-scale
produced, pipeline delivered hydrogen becomes available
for stationary applications. This causes a rapid introduc-
tion of hydrogen in the Western European residential
sector: the market share of hydrogen increases to
about 40% in 2050. Hydrogen use in the service sector
increases more slowly towards 13% market share by
2050. In the intermediate scenario hydrogen only pene-
trates in the transport sector after 2040 and reaches about
10% market share by 2050. Mixing hydrogen into the
natural gas grid shows up in all scenarios in both regions,
but represents only a minor share of the demand for
hydrogen.

The end-use of hydrogen can also be expressed in terms
of installed fuel cell capacity for power generation, a
number that is also provided in the PRIMES scenario
study for Europe, discussed in Section 2.3 (Mantzos et al.,
2004). This study projects 56–58GWe of fuel cells in 2030
in scenarios with a policy focus on energy efficiency and
renewable energy for the EU25. The TIMER optimistic
scenario involves a similar capacity of 50GWe fuel cells in
2030 in Western Europe,12 increasing to 360GWe in 2050.
The energy scenarios for India do not provide comparable
quantitative indicators on hydrogen.
13On the long-term, this assumption might be unrealistic for a fuel that

becomes dominant in several sectors, but we aimed to describe the most

optimistic case for hydrogen energy.
6.2.1. Energy taxes

One on the main explanations of the difference in
hydrogen penetration between India and Western Europe
is the level of energy taxes. The optimistic scenario assumes
that hydrogen will not be taxed; a policy measure that also
12The PRIMES EU25 region includes the IMAGE/TIMER Western

Europe and Eastern Europe regions. In the IMAGE/TIMER Eastern

Europe region, no stationary fuel cell capacity is projected until 2050.
plays a role in current European policies to stimulate
biofuels (Bomb et al., 2007).13

Historically, the Western Europe has the highest energy
taxes of the world, which results in a favourable position of
hydrogen compared to other fuels (mainly oil and natural
gas) if it is exempted from energy taxes. The results of two
variants of the existing scenarios, i.e. a H2 MED scenario
with tax exemption for hydrogen and H2 OPT with
hydrogen taxed, show that the tax exemption explains
most of the difference between the intermediate and
optimistic scenarios for Europe, while it hardly makes a
difference in India (Fig. 6, left graph). Most likely, energy
taxes in developing countries will increase: investments in
transport and energy infrastructure need to be financed and
higher energy taxes are one of the options to generate the
required finances (de Vries et al., 2007; van Vuuren et al.,
2003). In recent years, energy taxes for the transport sector
in India increased, although prices are still about 40%
lower than in Europe (IEA, 2007; Metschies, 2005).
Therefore, we also include a case in which India really
adopts the Western European energy taxes by 2025 for all
fuels other than hydrogen. This shows the impact of the tax
exemption measure, as hydrogen penetration reaches 10%,
almost twice the percentage of the optimistic scenario.14

6.2.2. Fuel cell development

Another key uncertainty in the development of hydrogen
energy systems is technology development. With respect to
hydrogen demand, the development of costs and efficiency
of fuel cells is one of the main factors15 for which future
14For Europe, this scenario is equal to H2 OPT.
15Other factors include, for instance, the costs and structure of

infrastructure, hydrogen production technology development and the

availability and development of CCS technology.
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estimates in literature vary widely. The scenario assump-
tions are based on the range in literature (see Table A6),
and to isolate the impact of fuel cell development, we
analyse a variant of the intermediate scenario that includes
optimistic assumptions on fuel cells and vice versa (Fig. 6,
right graph). In India, the difference between the inter-
mediate and optimistic scenarios can largely be explained
from differences in fuel cell development; it has much more
impact than assumptions on energy tax. For Europe, the
impact of fuel cell development is of less importance for
hydrogen penetration than energy taxation policy. With
less fuel cell development there is no European demand for
hydrogen from stationary applications, because heat
supply from natural gas and oil is more attractive.

7. Driving forces of hydrogen: climate policy, energy

security and urban air quality

7.1. Climate policy

What could be the role of hydrogen if the world—
including Europe and India—would formulate and imple-
ment a stringent climate policy? Let us assume, for the
purpose of clarity, that an ambitious target of stabilisation
at 450 ppmv CO2-eq. is agreed upon by the world
community. This would allow global carbon emissions to
increase to about 9GtC/yr in 2015 after which they have to
decrease to 4GtC/yr in 2050 (den Elzen and Lucas, 2003;
van Vuuren et al., 2007). Using a cost-optimal allocation
scheme with the assumption of global trade in emissions,
Fig. 7. Carbon emission reduction measures needed to reach the 450 ppmv stab

and in the H2 OPT scenario.
we can simulate a scenario with such a carbon constraint
by introducing a global carbon tax path and examine the
reduction of emissions that takes place in each region. For
the TIMER OECD-EO baseline scenario (without H2) this
would imply a linearly increasing carbon tax to a level of
700$/tC, leading to a carbon emission reduction (compared
to the baseline) for India and Europe of, respectively, 70%
and 60% by the year 2050.
How does such a carbon tax change the energy system

and which role does hydrogen play? One would expect in the
first instance a higher market penetration for hydrogen, as it
is a carbon-free fuel. Of course, this may be incorrect: the
most preferred route to make hydrogen is from coal, which
involves carbon emissions up to 45% higher than using
gasoline or diesel from oil. Only if non-carbon options such
as renewable or nuclear energy become competitive—which
happens earlier because coal is taxed—the hydrogen route
will result in lower carbon emissions. Or, alternatively, if
CCS is available at costs, which keep the coal-to-hydrogen
route still (the most) competitive one. Whatever the result,
the hydrogen option tends to increase the adaptability of the
energy system in case of climate policy.
If we look into the total carbon emissions of the energy

system, our simulation results indicate that in India a
stringent climate policy will generate drastic changes in the
energy system (Fig. 7, upper left). However, whether the
hydrogen option is available does not make a difference
(Fig. 7, lower left). This is because hydrogen plays a minor
role in the Indian energy system—only 6% of the final energy
use in 2050 in the optimistic scenario. It is not competitive
ilisation path for India and Western Europe in scenarios without hydrogen
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with other carbon emission reduction options such as coal-
with-CCS for electricity production and biofuels.

For Europe, a stringent climate policy will reduce carbon
emissions and hydrogen may make a significant difference
(Fig. 7, upper right and lower right). Without the hydrogen
option, carbon emissions in Western Europe stabilise at
about 0.5GtC/yr after 2030. With optimistic hydro-
gen assumptions, carbon emissions decrease to about
0.3GtC/yr in 2050 with a global carbon tax rising to only
350$/tC. This is mainly the result of large-scale implementa-
tion of the coal-to-hydrogen-with-CCS route (Fig. 7, lower
right). Other options, such as renewable and nuclear energy,
follow a slightly different path—the prospects for biomass-
based transport fuels are negatively affected by the
availability of a cheap clean-coal-based hydrogen route.

The key difference between India and Europe is that
hydrogen is penetrating the energy system at an earlier date
in Europe, which implies that most transition barriers—
such as high costs and infrastructure development—have
assumedly disappeared. This results in a more competitive
position in three sectors and thus a larger potential for
further penetration as a consequence of climate policy in
Europe than in India. Interestingly, the prospects for
hydrogen from nuclear energy do not differ in relative
sense. With stringent climate policy, both regions may
produce about 10–15% of their hydrogen via the nuclear
thermal route in 2050 in both the intermediate and
optimistic scenarios. This amounts to 8GW-H2 in India
and 100GW-H2 in European installed capacity by 2050.
Nuclear energy becomes competitive as the result of cost
increases in fossil fuel due to carbon tax and CCS.

Our simulation results suggest that a stringent climate
policy does not accelerate the penetration of hydrogen into
the Indian energy system. Evidently, the boost for
hydrogen in Western Europe will also affect the potential
for hydrogen in other energy markets as learning in
hydrogen production technologies spills over to other
regions. However, production costs are only a minor part
in the cost of hydrogen for end-users (see Table 4); the
Fig. 8. Projections for import of fossil energy in India and Western Europ

hydrogen energy.
above-described impact of energy taxation is more decisive
and prevents an increased role for hydrogen in India.

7.2. Energy security

Another question: will hydrogen decrease the anticipated
tensions on the world oil and gas market? To investigate
this issue, we compare the fuel trade patterns in Western
Europe and India for the scenarios with and without
hydrogen (H2 PES and H2 OPT, see Fig. 8). One would,
again, expect a beneficial effect of competitive hydrogen
technology because of its substitution effect in the car fuel
market. However, here too, the net effect on fuel trade will
depend on how the hydrogen is produced. The simulation
results indicate (Fig. 8) that for optimistic assumptions on
hydrogen costs and technology:
�

e in
In India, where almost all oil has to be imported
(Section 3.1.2), secondary fuel demand for oil in the
transport sector will grow much slower and even decline
around 2040.

�
 In Europe, the effect is a temporarily higher oil import than

in the baseline, because hydrogen slows down the penetra-
tion of biofuels in the transport sector; relative imports of
oil also decrease in Europe, from 60% in 2050 without
hydrogen to 40% with optimistic hydrogen assumptions.

�
 Because the coal-to-hydrogen route is the most compe-

titive one, with gas-to-hydrogen a good second one, in
the longer term coal and gas imports increase in Europe;
in India, with its large indigenous coal resources, the net
change for coal trade is nearly zero.

The simulation results warrant the conclusion that the
availability of competitive hydrogen technology will
alleviate most probably the future tensions on the world
oil market, largely through fuel diversification towards coal
and natural gas. For emerging regions like India, this can
mitigate balance-of-payment problems, because imported
oil can be substituted by indigenously available coal.
scenarios with pessimistic (baseline) and optimistic assumptions on
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Table 6

Annual NOx emissions (Tg NOx) from transport, power and hydrogen

production and total energy use for scenarios without hydrogen and with

optimistic hydrogen assumptions, and with stringent Air Pollution Policy

(APP)

India Western Europe

2000 2050 2000 2050

Transport

Baseline—no H2 0.32 0.37 1.88 0.58

H2 OPT 0.15 0.16

APP—no H2 0.08 0.43

APP—H2 OPT 0.03 0.12

Power and H2 production

Baseline—no H2 0.59 2.87 0.56 0.39

H2 OPT 3.27 0.57

APP—no H2 0.23 0.17

APP—H2 OPT 0.26 0.27

Total

Baseline—no H2 1.58 4.41 3.02 1.57

H2 OPT 4.58 1.22

APP—no H2 0.71 0.81

APP—H2 OPT 0.69 0.57
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7.3. Urban air quality

A last question to be addressed in this comparison
between the prospects of hydrogen for India and Western
Europe has to do with air pollution: Will hydrogen
contribute in a cost-effective way to urban air pollution
abatement and what is the role of more stringent environ-
mental policies. This issue is probably the hardest one to
answer. Most high-income regions have rather stringent
policies for important urban pollutants like NOx, SO2 and
particulate matter. In low-income regions, environmental
policies generally less stringent and future developments are
uncertain—although the hypothesis of an Environmental
Kuznets Curve suggests more stringent norms with rising
income (for discussion, see e.g. Stern, 2004). Whatever the
region: the more stringent and effective environmental
policies are, the less difference will hydrogen use make in
urban areas, under the assumption that the fuel cell is the
dominant end-use technology (see Tables 5 and 6). In this
context, the recent shift of three-wheelers and buses towards
CNG (see also Section 3.1.3) in many Indian cities indicates
two issues. On the one hand, it shows that Indian cities are
capable to force a transition towards a different fuel; on the
other hand, the resulting air quality improvement decreases
the potential benefits of hydrogen. However, there is a
second element: How clean will hydrogen production be and
how much does it matter where it takes place? If emission
standards are low (i.e. India), the net pollution effect may be
negative, as emissions at end-use in transport decrease but
emissions from hydrogen production increase. This, as with
climate and security effects, will depend to a significant
degree upon the preferred hydrogen production route and
its cost and technology characteristics.
Table 5

Annual SO2 emissions (Tg SO2) from transport, power and hydrogen

production and total energy use for scenarios without hydrogen and with

optimistic hydrogen assumptions, and with stringent Air Pollution Policy

(APP)

India Western Europe

2000 2050 2000 2050

Transport

Baseline—no H2 0.34 0.27 0.30 0.17

H2 OPT 0.11 0.05

APP—no H2 0.04 0.02

APP—H2 OPT 0.02 0.01

Power and H2 production

Baseline—no H2 1.38 5.98 1.55 0.35

H2 OPT 6.01 0.29

APP—no H2 0.18 0.25

APP—H2 OPT 0.18 0.21

Total

Baseline—no H2 3.45 11.09 4.45 2.02

H2 OPT 10.80 1.77

APP—no H2 0.79 0.49

APP—H2 OPT 0.77 0.43
8. Discussion and conclusion

In this study, we used the TIMER global energy model
to analyse the potential role of hydrogen in two different
world regions, Western Europe and India, as representa-
tives of high and low-income regions. The model permits
an exploration of what might happen with the energy
systems in these regions if hydrogen technologies are
assumed to become available. In order to explore the
ranges of possible future developments, we used three
different scenarios on the development of costs and
technology of hydrogen, based on ranges in literature.
Some results are similar in all scenarios, and might be
considered plausible impacts of hydrogen on the energy
system. Other results are dependent on the specific scenario
assumptions and should therefore be approached more
carefully and interpreted in the scenario context. Our main
findings are:
�
 Considerable cost reductions and technology develop-
ment are needed for hydrogen energy technology, in
order to play a major role in the energy systems of both
India and Western Europe before 2050. Only in our most
optimistic scenario hydrogen is deployed at a large scale.

�
 Two factors are crucial for the penetration of hydrogen

in final energy use:
(a) Energy taxation policy; in many low-income regions

energy, is hardly taxed or even subsidised. This
restricts policy options to stimulate alternative fuels
and limits the potential for hydrogen energy
application.

(b) Fuel cell technology development; fuel cells are the
key technology for the efficient application of
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hydrogen; the level of cost reductions that can be
achieved is very much determining the success of
hydrogen energy.
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�
 The availability of a competitive hydrogen option in the
energy system has several attractive trade-offs:
(a) Mitigation of carbon emissions can be cheaper; the

coal-to-hydrogen route makes carbon capture and
storage an available option for the transport sector.

(b) There is probably less pressure on the international
oil market; as hydrogen substitutes oil in the
transport sector, the international demand for oil
can be significantly reduced.

(c) Possibly, urban air quality can be improved; this is
contingent upon the specific locations of hydrogen
application (mostly in urban centres) and produc-
tion (mostly in less populated areas) and the
autonomous policy process of improved emission
standards (generally, lower standards in developing
countries).
�
 Prospects for hydrogen are more limited in India than in
Europe, mainly due to lower energy prices (and taxes).
Therefore, the most direct advantage of hydrogen for
India might be that the international oil market
potentially relaxes, while at the same time the need for
imports slightly decreases. The projections for India show
that hydrogen does not play an important role for carbon
1

assumptions on hydrogen production efficiency

Coal gasification

(%)

Oil (POX)

(%)

Gas (SMR)

(%)

Biomass

gasification (%)

Pessimistic

00 60 50 75 50

Intermediate

60 50 75 50

62.5 70 82 62.5

65 75 85 65

Optimistic

60 70 75 50

62.5 72.5 82.5 62.5

67.5 77.5 87.5 67.5

2

assumptions on initial hydrogen production investment costs ($1995/kW)

Coal

gasification

Oil

(POX)

Gas

(SMR)

Biomass

gasification

Pessimistic

. cost ($/kW) 1150 700 400 1150

s ratio 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88

Intermediate

. cost ($/kW) 1000 600 350 1000

s ratio 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84

Optimistic

. cost ($/kW) 900 550 300 900

s ratio 0.785 0.785 0.785 0.785
mitigation and that air quality improvement depends
strongly on the improvement of emission standards.

�
 The model results indicate a high potential for hydrogen

in Western Europe. The overall advantage of hydrogen
for Western Europe can be summarised as a higher
domestic carbon reduction potential at lower cost,
decreased oil imports and an attractive option to
improve air quality.
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Appendix. Key assumptions for the hydrogen scenarios

See Tables A1–A6.
Electrolysis (%) Nuclear Th.

(PJH2/TonneU)

Solar

thermal

Small-Scale

SMR (%)

75 109 N/A 75

80 109 N/A 75

82 109 N/A 82

85 109 N/A 85

80 109 N/A 75

82 109 N/A 82

85 109 N/A 85

and technological learning progress ratio

Electrolysis Nuclear

thermal

Solar

thermal

Small-scale

SMR

575 1312 2875 3000

0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88

500 1312 2500 3000

0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84

450 1312 2250 2700

0.785 0.785 0.785 0.785
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Table A5

Scenario assumptions for local hydrogen distribution cost and refuelling

($1995/GJ)

t Industry Transport Residential Services Other

Pessimistic

2005 2 6 3 2 3

2100 1 4 2 1 3

Intermediate

2005 2 5 3 2 3

2050 1 3 2 1 3

2100 0.75 2 1.5 0.75 3

Optimistic

2005 1 4.5 2 1 3

2030 0.75 3 1.5 0.75 3

2100 0.50 1 1 0.50 3

Table A6

Scenario assumptions on fuel cell investment cost ($1995/kW) and end-use

efficiency in the transport sector

t Industry Residential Service Other Transport FC Z
transport

sector (%)

Pessimistic

2005 1500 1400 1400 1500 1200 36

2100 800 500 500 800 250

Intermediate

2005 1500 1400 1400 1500 1200 36

2050 800 500 500 800 250 45

2100 500 300 300 500 200 45

Optimistic

2005 1350 1400 1400 1500 1200 40

2030 100 100 100 100 100 50

2100 50 50 50 100 50 60

Table A3

Assumptions on carbon capture and sequestration

Technology Capital cost

($1995/kW)

Efficiency

loss (%)

CO2 capture

(%)

Coal (gasification) 197 3 95

Oil (POX) 185 2 95

Natural gas (SMR) 76 2 88

Table A4

Scenario assumptions for hydrogen transport cost ($1995/GJ, as function

of hydrogen use per capita)

Hydrogen demand Pessimistic Intermediate Optimistic

0 (GJ/capita) 12 10 10

20 (GJ/capita) 10 6.5 5

50 (GJ/capita) 8 5 2

70 (GJ/capita) 6 3 2

100 (GJ/capita) 6 3 2
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